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pampering
By Giulia Heppell

Pet

More than just doggy day care

Your dog is not just a pet; it’s a part of the family and is surely entitled to a bit of 
pampering. We know it might seem a bit over-the-top, but your pooch will love 

being showered with affection in style with the following trends.  

Pet spas
Treat your pet to a luxurious relaxation treatment at a pet spa fi t for a human. The latest 
trend in pet pampering, pet spas are popping up all across the globe. On offer are a 
coat trim and style, as well as a cleansing and conditioning treatment to keep fur shiny 
and clean. The award-winning Darwin Pet Spa is just one of the many spas on offer 
in Australia, and provides professional grooming services for dogs and cats, including 
advice on coat care, skin treatments, the trim and styling of fur, and parasite control. 
Similarly, Spa Bark Day Spa in Melbourne offers pets a grooming experience of a lifetime. 
This fi ve-star grooming salon exclusively uses the Pet Esthé Spa Mud range of products 
to ensure that its total grooming and spa experience is top of the range. 

Aromatherapy for pets
The American company Dog Fashion Spa recently launched its new range of 
calming oils for dogs. Developed to naturally relax your dog in times of high 
stress – such as during travel and thunderstorms – the Essential Calming 
Oils for dogs range was made available in pet stores in the United States 
in early March. These oils feature bergamot and tangerine peel, lavender 
fl ower, ginger root, rose geranium, ylang ylang, marjoram leaf and coconut 
oil – all vital ingredients that have been developed by leading experts in canine 
aromatherapy to ensure your pooch’s sanity. 
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Canine cuisine
Pets are a part of the family, and we often 
treat them like one of the kids. But does 
this treatment extend to the food that 
we provide our pets? ‘Human-grade’ 
pet food is the latest trend sweeping 
the United States. Human-grade pet 
food is just that: dishes that meet the 
Association of American Feed Control 
Officials’ ingredient and manufacturing 
requirements. In Australia, pet owners 
are able to pamper their pooches with 
various gourmet-style dishes and treats. 
For instance, the Gourmet Dog Bakery 
is an online store that serves up natural, 
human-grade ingredients to create the 
perfect dog biscuits that contain little 
to no sugar – ensuring a happy and, 
more importantly, healthy pup. Similarly, 
The Woofery is an online pet bakery 
that includes a suite of gourmet and 
specialty treats for our dogs. Celebrate 
all of your pet’s milestones with a cookie 

– ranging from ‘Happy Birthday’ treats 
shaped like bones, to ‘Get Well Soon’ 

biscuits; both of which come in a 
variety of flavours, including apple 
and cinnamon, and decadent 
peanut butter. Once again, all 
of these biscuits are free from 
preservatives and artificial 
colouring and flavouring, 
ensuring that your pooch 
receives only the best treats. 

Pet resorts
Blessed Oasis Pet Resort is just one of 
many quirky boutique resorts for pets 
around the world. This United States resort 
opened its doors in December 2013, and 
has since serviced hundreds of canines. 
The Mediterranean-style resort boasts 26 
guest suites – yes, suites; there will be 
no use of the word kennel at this luxury 
pet resort. All of the rooms come with a 
private patio and boast premium bedding, 
as well as including webcams so that the 
pet’s owner can log in and check up on 
their beloved pup. The resort even has a 
penthouse, which includes a wall-mounted 
29-inch LCD TV with ‘snout camera’. 
Gourmet meals are made fresh to order, 
and are guaranteed to satisfy even the 
fussiest of dogs, rounding out an absolute 
luxury oasis for pets that are in dire need 
of a vacation. If you are looking for a resort 
closer to home, there are various options 
found throughout Australia, including Pet 
Resorts Australia. This doggy hotel chain 
has two locations, including the Terrigal 
resort on the New South Wales Central 
Coast. This luxury five-star pet resort 
promises to pamper pets with supervised 
lap pools, wide-open spaces for play, 
and human-sized beds for a good night’s 
sleep. This state-of-the-art facility has been 
built to a new standard in pet care, making 
sure that your pet gets the very best 
possible service. 

Pet couture
New York city: home to the infamous 
fashion week that sets the season’s 
trends, and highlights the remarkable 
ingenuity of the world’s leading designers. 
It is also home to Pet Fashion Week NY, 
where the latest pet couture graces the 
runway. On 7 February 2014, fashionistas 
and pet owners alike watched on as the 
latest canine wear was exhibited. From 
tiaras and other bejewelled headpieces, 
to tutus and capes, this event showcased 
the best luxury clothing in the pet 
lifestyle industry. This autumn, keep your 
pet happy and warm by splurging on 
some designer wear; there are various 
Australian online pet boutiques that stock 
some of the most intricate pet pieces 
available, including My Pet’s Wardrobe, 
Ritzi Poochi, and Best Dressed Pets. 

There are also myriad pet clothing 
retailers found across the nation, 
including Puppy Phat. This boutique 
pet clothing store recently relocated to 
Bay Street Port Melbourne, and boasts 
a wide range of styles and outfits for 
your pup. Innovative design mixed with 
sophisticated style ensures that your 
pet is looking its best; at Puppy Phat, 
they believe that no animal should 
wear products made from a fellow 
furry friend, offering an animal-friendly 
fashion line that will keep your pet 
looking fabulous. 
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